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Outline

what is hot in ν-physics

why ν-physics underground 

European Undeground Labs

The best use-case : 0ν-DBD

CUORE



The neutrino picture

is broken



Questions

What is the origin of the neutrino mass (M or D)

Do we understand P-MNS from prime principles ?

We better measure it first (Θ13, CP-phase) !

How the U-labs enters the picture ?



Underground labs 
(with a bias)

bias comes from 
the number of
experiments
on different 
topics carried 
out in a lab



Depth and Volume

μ flux



Underground Europe 



in detail



Deep is good !  
Double Beta Decay experiments need 
unbelievably low background. Very deep is 
part of the solution.(GERDA, EXO, CUORE, SuperNEMO)

Large neutrino experiments utilizing  solar or 
reactor sources need to  minimize cosmic 
background. Deep (not necessarily very) is 
the solution. (SuperK, Kamland, Borexino, SNO, DayaBay, Double Chooz)

Experiments making use of accelerator 
produced neutrino might or might not need 
cosmic shielding. Depends rather on 
technology.(OPERA, T2K)



GERDA (as an extrapolation of Ge ionization 
calorimeters)   at LNGS

SuperNemo (improved tracking detectors) at 
Modane (?)

EXO (LXe with a super, yet daring feature) 
at WIMPP (DUSEL ?)

CUORE (as a safe extrapolation of Cuoricino) 
at LNGS

Select first item: 0ν-DBD



once upon a time

Il Nuovo Cimento, 14 (1937) 171 

(when Science could still be described in Italian ! )

MAJORANA

GOAL: < mν> ~ 0.02 -0.07 eVPNNL 
South Carolina University 
TUNL 
ITEP
Dubna 
NMSU 
Washington University

• Deep underground location 
WIPP/ Homestake

• ~$20M enriched 85% 76Ge
• 210 2kg crystals, 12 segments 
• Advanced signal processing
• ~$20M Instrumentation
• Special materials (low bkg)
• 10 year operation

Main concern:Main concern:
•• cost and time for i.e. cost and time for i.e. 7676GeGe
•• cosmogeniccosmogenic background background 
•• material selectionmaterial selection

PerkinPerkin --Elmer designElmer design

TT00νν > (0.4> (0.4 --2) x 102) x 10 2828 yy
in 10 years measurementin 10 years measurement

Aalseth CE et al. hep -ex/0201021

Lead or copper shield

Contacts

Conventional super - low bkg cryostat
(21 crystals)

courtesy of Luciano Maiani



the Majorana conjecture

ν = ν
Practical consequence : 
Lepton Number Violation
Caveat:  massless neutrinos do not 
allow testing of the Majorana nature

Indeed nobody payed much attention to the Furry 
hypothesis (1939) that a Majorana neutrino could 
induce Neutrino-less DBD via helicity flip



one elegant explanation
(beyond the SM)

Mass Term

where MM,L ∼ 0 
        MD    ∼ MEW ∼ 100 GeV
        MM,R ∼ Gauge singlet  unprotected ∼ MGUT

                           



Neutrino-less DBD (0νββ)

Only if:

Majorana Neutrinos

Massive Neutrinos

If  observed:

Proof of the Majorana 
nature of Netrino



Does it also measure the mass ?

well...not so straight.  It comes as a combination 
of the three neutrino masses, the mixing angles 
and the Majorana phases. 

Exercise: parameterize as a function of the 
known parameters:



that translates into a nice plot

The question is 
which, if any, part of 
this phase space can 
be attained by a 
realistic experiment.



The elements of the game

1/τ = G(Q,Z) |Mnucl|2 <mββ>2

0ν-DBD 
rate

 Phase 
space∝ Q5

Nuclear 
matrix element

Effective 
neutrino mass

a LH (L=-1) neutrino
is absorbed 

 a RH (L=1) antineutrino
   is emitted

Spin-flip



The name of the game: sensitivity

S0ν  =    cost. × NA ×          × ε
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efficiencyTime (y)
Mass(Kg)

Energy 
Resolution 

(KeV)

background
(counts/keV/Kg/y)

Atomic Mass

Isotopic abundance

Sensitivity: half life corresponding to the minimal number 
of detectable events above background, for a given C.L

∝



Two techniques (and a few variations)

Source ≠ Detector Source ⊆ Detector

+++  Topology, Background
---   M, ΔE, ε

+++  M, ΔE, ε
---   Topology, Background



The present

The bulk of Cuoricino 
calorimeter is made by 44
TeO2 crystals of 5x5x5 cm3

(790 gr of weight).
There are 18 additional 
crystals of 3x3x6 cm3 (330 gr)

Total mass = 40.7 Kg
130Te ∼ 11.2 Kg

Cuoricino



(very) Low Temperature Calorimeter

heat sink

thermometer

ββ atom x-tal

Basic Physics:   ΔT= E/C
(Energy release/ Thermal capacity)

Implication:   Low C ⇒  Low T

Bonus: (almost) No limit to ΔE (kBT2C)

Not for all : τ = C/G ∼ 1s 

A True Calorimeter
(T0)

(thermal conductance G)

(C)



TeO2 : a viable (show)case

Numerology:T0 ∼ 10 mK
C ∼ 2 nJ/K ∼ 1 MeV/0.1 mK
G ∼ 4 pW/mK

Need to be able to
detect temperature jumps 
of a fraction of μK (per 
mil resolution on MeV 
signals)



to read the temperature 
you need a thermometer

Neutron Transmutation
Doped (NTD) Germanium
Thermistor

0.2mV/MeV

I ∼ 50 pA
dR/dE ∼ 20kΩ/KeV



Energy resolution
Sum all over the crystals

(calibration with 232Th source)

Resolution limited by
• Thermal/Phononic (∆ ~ eV)
• Electronic noise (∆  ≤ 1 keV)
• Microphonics (∆ ≤ 1 keV)
• Detector responses ∆ ~ keV

Average resolution 5x5x5 :    7.5 keV  
Average resolution 3x3x6 :    9.6 keV
Best of all :                      3.9 keV

Δ ∼ 3-5 keV
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238U + 232Th calibration spectrum

208Tl

214Bi

40K
228Ac



Cuoricino, where ? 

ç
ç

LNGS
3500 m.w.e.

Cuoricino

CUORE

R&D

The Shield
Corno Grande 2916  m

A National Park providing great 
opportunity for walking, trekking,
climbing, cross and backcountry skiing



Cuoricino: result



A digression 
on the truly

alternative road:
a tracking device



NEMO at Frejus LSM

Source:  10 kg of ββ isotopes
     cylindrical, S = 20 m2, e ~ 60 mg/cm2

Tracking detector: 
    drift wire chamber operating 
        in Geiger mode (6180 cells)
Gas: He + 4% ethyl alcohol + 1% Ar + 0.1% H2O 
      
Calorimeter: 
     1940 plastic scintillators
     coupled to low radioactivity PMTs 

Magnetic field: 25 Gauss
Gamma shield: Pure Iron (e = 18cm)
Neutron shield: 
            30 cm water (ext. wall)                    
            40 cm wood (top and bottom) 
             (since march 2004: water + boron)

2νββ



 SuperNEMO at ?x 20

2) Energy resolution
4) Tracking 

1) ββ source production 2) Energy resolution
3) Radioprurity 4) Tracking 

T1/2(ββ0ν) > 2. 1024 y
<mν> < 0.3 – 0.7 eV

T1/2(ββ0ν) >  2 1026 y
<mν> < 50 meV

SENSITIVITY 

NEMO-3 SuperNEMO

2νββ tail

0νββ

Choice of isotope 
100Mo

T1/2(ββ2ν) = 7. 1018 y
82Se (and/or 150Nd)

T1/2(ββ2ν) = 1020 y

7 kg 100 - 200 kg  Isotope mass M

Efficiency ε        ε(ββ0ν) = 8 %       ε(ββ0ν) ~ 30 %

Nexclu = f(BKG)
Internal contaminations 

208Tl and 214Bi in the ββ foil

214Bi < 300 µBq/kg
208Tl < 20 µBq/kg

214Bi < 10 µBq/kg
208Tl < 2 µBq/kg

(208Tl, 214Bi) ~ 1 evt/ 100 kg /y(208Tl, 214Bi) ~ 1 evt/ 7 kg /y
ββ2ν  ~ 2 evts / 7 kg / y ββ(2ν)

ββ2ν  ~ 1 evt / 100 kg/ y

IFFWHM(calo)=8% @3MeV FWHM(calo)=4% @3MeV

challenge: a lot of improvement
at the same time in a huge detector



CUORE

Pulse Tube Cooler

988 TeO2 Crystals

19 Towers of 52 
crystals each

741 Kg of TeO2

Active Mass 204 Kg



Toward CUORE: the 3 towers
Step 1

Decide which 
Cu cleaning

Test in ex-
Cuoricino cryostat  
3 alternative 
methods

By Spring 
2009 pick 
the best



Toward CUORE: CUORE-0

Step 2

Final proof of 
everything

Test in ex-
Cuoricino cryostat  
one CUORE tower

By end 2009 
take data



Scaling Cuoricino to CUORE

a
A

1/2
M T
b ΔΕ

M  =  m x 20
T   =  t x  6
b   =  B / 20
ΔE =  ΔE/ 1.5

SCUORE = √3600  SCuoricino  ∼  60 SCuoricino

τ1/2 (CUORE)  ∼  1.7 x 1026

<mv>CUORE ∼  <mv>Cuoricino / 9  ∼ 20÷100 meV

One step is non trivial. Getting to 0.01 c/Kg/y/KeV
(CUORE is 1 Ton. It means 10 c/y/KeV)



The next generation goal

Inverted hierarchy

Normal hierarchy

Degenera
ted

SuperNEMO
GERDA 2

CUORE



Conclusions
Neutrino Physics is one of the leading field in 
HEP today

Dirac or Majorana nature of neutrino mass is 
a fundamental question that needs to be 
answered at (almost) all cost(s)

Neutrino-less DBD might possibly be the sole 
chance to give a measure of neutrino mass

The second generation experiments can either 
win or show the path to victory



More material



The past

2039 keV

IGEX experiment:
C. Aalseth et al., Phys. Rev. D 65,
092007.
T1/2 > 1.6·1025 y (90% C.L.)

Heidelberg-Moscow experiment:
H.V.Klapdor-Kleingrothaus et al.,
Phys. Lett. B586 (2004) 198.
 T1/2 = (0.7 - 4.2)·1025 y

whatever your feeling is, you will agree that the claim 
need to be scrutinized with more mass and different 
elements 

76Ge 0νββ



Cuoricino: Background

Flat background in the energy region above the 208Tl 2615 line
Contribution to the counting rate in the 0 DBD region: ~ 60%
Degraded alpha particles
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 2505 keV line: sum of the 2 60Co gammas (1173 and 1332 keV)
Most probable source: neutron activation of the Copper
Contribution to DBD background: negligible

 2615 keV Tl line: contribution to the DBD bkg due to a Th
contamination (multicompton). .
Th (Tl) contribution to DBD background: ~ 40%

Cuoricino
b=0.18 ± 0.02 
c/keV/kg/y


